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## Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE)

### ITRE/8/00145
- **EU-Switzerland Cooperation Agreement on the European Satellite Navigation Programmes**
- **COM(2012)0231**
- **COM(2012)0470**
- **TFEU218-p6a**
- **Adopted**
- **Amend.**
- **Rapporteur:** Buzek Jerzy
- **Responsible:** Geier Jens - S&D
- **F/A:** Benzing Holger

### ITRE/8/15283
- **Cooperation Agreement on a Civil Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Korea, of the other part, to take account of the accession of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Croatia and Romania to the European Union**
- **COM(2018)0249**
- **COM(2018)0853**
- **TFEU172**
- **TFEU218-p6a**
- **Adopted**
- **Amend.**
- **Rapporteur:** Buzek Jerzy
- **Responsible:** Geier Jens - S&D
- **F/A:** Benzing Holger

### ITRE/8/15707
- **COM(2019)01644**
- **TFEU172**
- **TFEU218-p6a**
- **Adopted**
- **Amend.**
- **Rapporteur:** Buzek Jerzy
- **Responsible:** Geier Jens - S&D
- **F/A:** Benzing Holger
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